Chevy colorado reviews

The mid-size Chevy Colorado pickup and its corporate sibling, the GMC Canyon , provide
everyday practicality and broad capabilities, with considerable towing and payload ratings.
Plus, they are much easier to maneuver than their full-size offspring. The Colorado boasts three
different engines, including a surprisingly quick V-6 and a stump-pulling diesel four-cylinder.
While the interior is overrun with cheap plastics, and even the biggest cab size has a small back
seat, the truck maintains a pleasant driving position and athletic handling. Chevy ensures every
model has a modern infotainment system, but it leaves many contemporary driver-assistance
features off the roster. The Colorado has a good enough resume to suit many pickup shoppers,
but it lacks the qualifications to interest a wider audience. The Colorado lineup is getting a new
look for The most drastic changes include an aggressively styled face for the already distinct
ZR2 model; the looks more like Bane from the Dark Knight trilogy than it does a pickup truck.
Likewise, lesser trim levels will receive revised front ends and different badging than before.
Chevy hasn't said how much the newest Colorados will cost; we'll know more about that closer
to the on-sale date, slated for next year. While the Colorado is a popular truck, its lack of
modern driver assists and its subpar interior quality diminish its desirability. For that reason,
we'd recommend the model that makes the Chevy unique among mid-size pickups. That's the
jacked-up wide-bodied ZR2. Sure, it's the most expensive trim level, but it has a host of
exclusive equipment that includes exotic spool-valve shocks, electronic locking diffs on both
axles, and one of the wilder front ends we've seen on a modern truck. We'd choose the crew cab
for its bigger back seat and stick with the standard V-6 versus the pricier diesel option. We'd
also select the Kinetic Blue paint and bed-mounted spare-tire carrier because we like the look.
The performance air intake and cat-back exhaust of the Power package would make our final
list, too. The Colorado offers a powertrain for just about everyone: a base four-cylinder with a
six-speed automatic transmission the six-speed manual is no longer available , a speedy hp V-6
with an eight-speed automatic, and the segment's only dieselâ€”a 2. While the V-6 and diesel
are excellent dance partners for Colorado, the base 2. We've tested the diesel and the gasoline
V-6, and although vastly different in character, either will serve its owner well. Oddly, the
crew-cab ZR2 with the V-6 was significantly slower than its standard Vpowered counterpart. The
diesel's true forte is its maximum towing capability, backcountry trekking, and fuel economy.
Unlocking the Colorado's maximum towing capabilities pounds with the V-6 and with the diesel
requires the Trailering Equipment package. The base Colorado with the four-cylinder can tug
pounds. Trailer-sway controlâ€”which applies the brakes of both the truck and the trailer if the
system senses the latter is swaying excessivelyâ€”comes standard on all Colorados. The
Colorado's forgettable four-cylinder earns EPA ratings of up to 19 mpg in the city and 25 mpg
on the highway. The ratings for the all-wheel-drive V-6 model remain unchanged, at 17 mpg city
and 24 highway. When subjected to our mile mph regimen, the six-cylinder Colorado crew-cab
returned 23 mpg, just 1 mpg shy of its mpg EPA highway rating. The rear-drive diesel is the
segment's most efficient powertrain, with estimates of 20 mpg city and 30 highway. Those
familiar with the front seats of full-size trucks will feel right at home in the Colorado, which
boasts a spacious cockpit. A deep center-console bin and a massive compartment under the
crew cab's rear seat provide a fair amount of cabin storage. Based on our testing, the interior of
the Colorado doesn't hold as many carry-on suitcases as the Honda Ridgeline 11 versus 18 , but
it will carry more stuff in either of its two voluminous cargo beds. Both the Colorado's
cubic-foot short box and the cubic-foot long box dwarf the Ridgeline's maximum of 34 cubes.
The Toyota Tacoma does slightly better than the Honda, offering 38 cubic feet in its short-bed
model and 47 in the long, but the cargo-bed crown belongs to the Colorado. Featuring a Wi-Fi
hotspot, two intuitive touchscreens, and the Chevrolet Infotainment 3 Premium system, the
Colorado remains near the top of the segment in terms of infotainment features. The base truck
now offers a 7. The only way Chevy could improve the MyLink interaction experience would be
by incorporating telepathy. We'll update you when they have. Chevy's mid-size pickup lacks
many choices when it comes to driver-assistance technology. Key safety features include:.
Chevy provides a competitive limited and powertrain warranty for the Colorado. While Toyota
has better complimentary maintenance, GM at least covers the first visit for free. Displacement
cu in, cc Power hp rpm Torque lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
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Infotainment system. Being a previous GM owner, I have a long history of experience with
Onstar, and they can keep it! It is so much easier to just use your phone for navigation or
whatever else you need. Just my personal choice. The ride in this truck is great! At 65 mph I
average 28 - Around town I get 16 - 20 depending how hard I leave at the lights. Seats are all day
comfortable. All the controls AC, radio, etc. Even the armrest sits at a perfect height for me.

Phone conversations are clear and have no issues via the Bluetooth. The interior is just a nice
place to be. I love this truck. I just bought this ZR2 and I am tickled to death with it, Off road it
has a fantastic smooth ride as well as going down the hiway, it could have better gas mileage
but even that isn't to bad. It has the 3. The suspension takes this truck to a new level, going
across a pasture it didn't even spill a drop of my coffee, And if you are a short person like me,
you will want to get some steps because it does set a little high, but its not to bad either. I would
recommend this truck to anyone. I bought a fairly loaded crew cab LT with the diesel. And I have
to say I'm pleased. The reality is that it rides better than the Tacoma's and current generation
Silverado that I have had. Around the city you are in the low twenties MPG. Was the diesel worth
it? Have to agree somewhat, but isn't that the norm on most new , non-luxury cars? But it does
work and has prevented some hard braking incidents. Oddly enough the lane departure warning
works significantly better. The center console is small and deep, so you find yourself trying to
put things somewhere else so you don't have to dig into a pile of junk to retrieve them. The rear
seat is pretty tight to back of the cab, so there isn't much space behind the 2nd row seat, and
the compartment below the lower rear seats is fairly shallow. I've had no build quality issues,
and My only concern is a bit of a clunk sometimes on low speed starts. UPDATE after 1 year
ownership: Only one issue arose: Emissions warning light with a warning that speed would be
limited after x amount miles. Emissions sensor changed under warranty by dealer. Later the
warning light came on again, without the speed limit warning. I drove through it and it
disappeared after a couple hundred miles. Just received a recall notice regarding particulate
filter process. Overall still pleased. I like the lines of the truck and more maneuverable than the
Silverado. For my use, I don't really need the bigger footprint of the Silverado. Inside is
comfortable. Back seat is a little upright, and a bit tight if front seats are all the way back.
However, I don't use the back seat much and you can always inch the seats up a bit to give
passengers in the back a bit more room without losing comfort for front seat passengers. I am
not a big fan of the touch screens in any new cars. Way to complicated and takes your eyes off
the road. They did add some redundant readouts in the instrument cluster, which is an
improvement and redundant buttons on the info-center. However, as with all modern cars you
can't adjust them with gloves on, which can be a nuisance in areas like mine NJ that have cold
winters. I also don't understand the new penchant for putting large wheels on SUV's and pick
ups! They are a fortune to fix and look are out of proportion to the vehicle and wheels. Why do
you think the offer "Wheel insurance" now? Makes not sense. Thankfully, I was able to get it
with the 17" wheels. Also, while a full size spare excellent it is a 16". Why not give a REAL wheel
the same size and style so you can get better 5 wheel rotations instead of 4 wheel tire rotation. I
would recommend getting the running boards Assist steps as they make it easier to get in and
out and also to get to roof for washing and snow removal. Very smooth quiet ride, very little if
any body role. The regular red is more orange and ugly. People love the Cajun Tint Red. Got lots
of compliments already. Very good visibility out front and back up camera is a must standard
equipment. I am going to get a matching LEER cap for the back and slide out bed for ease of
access the older you get, the less you want to crawl up in the bed to get your gear. I strongly
suggest getting good mats like Weather Tech, or equal. The factory carpet mats look nice but
get too dirty too quickly, just like any vehicle. I like the sleek lines of the truck overall, looks
very sporty compared to the more boxy Silverado. I have seen reviews that thought the interior
was too simple. For my taste, I love that. When they add chrome and fake wood it is all just
plastic. I wish the price was lower. They should lower the price a bit as people buy these for
work, not just play and riding around town. I use my truck for both work, play and general travel
so very good utility. I had a Chevy Blazer that this is replacing. Sad to see that baby go. Motor
got fried from sitting in that debacle of a snow storm last year. Took me 6. All that idling killed it
and a lot of other vehicles. I loved that S Blazer as it had the tailgate no annoying lift gate and
was on a truck body. The Colorado has great towing capacity. I will only use it for light towing
small boat and small construction rental equipment occasionally but good to have the extra
capacity. Overall very happy with the vehicle. I HATE the buying process though as it is like a
"steel cage death match" with dealers sometimes! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Colorado. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Colorados for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Colorado. Sign Up. Well mannered,
comfortable seats with plenty of room for 6 footers. Front seat sets back enough for even 7
footer. Handles well on smooth and rough surfaces. Solid - no squeaks. Trans is smooth and
shifts well in drive. Using low allows you to shift all 8 gears according to your situation. Good
power and great pickup speed. Air and heat is super with great fan speeds. Good turning radius
and great view on all sides to park. Apple play is outstanding and removes requirement for
expensive extra Navigation. Very impressed with back seats and ample seating space for adults.

Would rate it 1 in all midsize pickups. Towing is less than the others but ride and quality is best
rated to offset towing. We bought for quality, ease of driving and not for towing. I've been
driving a Dodge Dakota for the past 16 years, and researched extensively the differences
between the Ranger, Colorado, and Tacoma. I haul and tow pretty regularly, but don't want a
full-size truck. Since I need a long 6' bed, the Tacoma and Colorado become my only options.
The Colorado rides better than the Tacoma my opinion, of course , has a higher tow capacity,
and is less-expensive for comparably-equipped models. I settled on the Colorado and have
been very satisfied with my choice so far. It's a great mid-size truck that pulls pounds nicely.
One criticism of the Colorado is that the interior feels a little cheap, and I'd agree, but I'm far
more concerned with the functionality of the truck than the look of the interior. Check engine
light after 20 miles for some wiring issue, multiple problems with the air conditioner that the
dealer can't duplicate, and then today my touchscreen locked up. All within the first 2, miles.
Lots of Power in this Midsized Truck. V6 engine is very responsive. Very nicely designed in the
cab. Long Bed option gives you plenty of hauling space. Rides and Handles Great. Surprisingly
quiet in the cab. My wife and I can carry on a nice conversation without having to talk above the
road noise. Gm quality control is still lacking. Got that warrantied. Then at km had SOAKED
floormat drivers side, after getting interior all ripped out, the AC wasnt plumbed out the fire wall,
instead drained back into the cab i told dealership that it might be the problem and they
laughed, that wouldnt happen well it did. I really want to love this truck, coming from an 08
frontier, its a little bigger, way more grunt diesel and handles like a truck not an 80's towncar
and gets a whopping 35mpg on hwy. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Colorado. View Photos. MSRP Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Not off to a good start. I Love This Truck! The grey goose
Items per page:. Write a review See all Colorados for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Colorado. Sign Up. The Colorado is a four-wheeled shape-shifter, with the ability to adapt and
excel to most any task you set before it. There are two cab sizes and two cargo-bed lengths and
several engine choices. The base engine is a four-cylinder; optional engines include a peppy
V-6 and a fuel-efficient, class-exclusive diesel. And when equipped with that diesel, the
Colorado can tow a class-best pounds. Its Tonka-truck chunky looks and outstanding
infotainment system are offset by an interior composed of cheap-feeling materials and limited
driver-assistance technology. Even so, the Colorado is a versatile truck that meets the needs of
a wide range of buyers. On the interior, the Colorado offers the option of the Infotainment 3
Premium system, with navigation and an 8. There's also a tire-fill alert so you know when to
stop adding air to the tires. On the exterior, a remote-locking liftgate is available and the EZ-lift
tailgate is now standard on LT models. The biggest loss: the six-speed manual is no longer
available. While the off-road-rugged Colorado ZR2 appeals to our juvenile nature, we'd exercise
adult restraint and instead choose the mid-level Colorado LT with the crew cab, standard-length
bed, the 3. Standard features include the Infotainment 3 Plus system with an 8. To this, we'd add
the Luxury package, which brings power-adjustable, heated front seat and a heated steering
wheel. The Colorado offers a powertrain for just about everyone: a base four-cylinder with a
six-speed automatic transmission the six-speed manual is no longer available , a speedy hp V-6
with an eight-speed automatic, and the segment's only dieselâ€”a 2. While the V-6 and diesel
are excellent dance partners for Colorado, the base 2. Unlocking the Colorado's maximum
towing capabilities pounds with the V-6 and with the diesel requires the Trailering Equipment
package. Trailer-sway controlâ€”which applies the brakes of both the truck and the trailer if the
system senses the trailer is swaying excessivelyâ€”is standard on all Colorados. We've tested
both diesel and gasoline V-6 Colorados, and although vastly different in character, both serve
their master well. Oddly, the crew-cab ZR2 with the V-6 was significantly slower than its
standard V-6â€”powered counterpart. The diesel's true forte is its maximum towing capability,
backcountry trekking, and fuel economy. The base Colorado with the four-cylinder offers a
towing capacity of pounds. The V-6 Colorado can tow pounds, while the diesel-powered version
can tow The Colorado's forgettable gas-powered four-cylinder has EPA ratings of up to 20 mpg
city and 26 mpg highway with the automatic. When subjected to our mile mph regimen, the
Colorado crew-cab V-6 returned 23 mpg, just 1 mpg shy of its mpg EPA highway rating. Based
on our testing, the interior of the Colorado doesn't hold as many carry-on suitcases as the
Honda Ridgeline, but it'll carry more stuff in either of its two voluminous cargo beds. A variety
of interior storage spaces are highlighted by a deep center-console bin and a massive
compartment under the crew cab's rear seat. With the rear seats folded, we fit 11 pieces of
carry-on luggage in the rear passenger compartment of the Colorado crew cab. As for exterior
cargo, both the Colorado's cubic-foot short box and the cubic-foot long box dwarf the
Ridgeline's maximum of 34 cubic feet of cargo room. The Tacoma does slightly better than the
Ridgeline, offering 38 and 47 cubic feet of storage in its short- and long-bed models, but the

cargo-bed crown belongs to the Colorado. Bask in the Colorado's connectivity options and
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ts infotainment system. Featuring a 4G LTE Wi-Fi hotspot, two intuitive touchscreens, and the
Chevrolet Infotainment 3 Premium system, it remains near the top of the segment in terms of
infotainment. The base Colorado now offers a 7. The only way Chevy could improve the MyLink
interaction experience would be by incorporating telepathy. GM makes its Teen Driver system
standard on every Colorado; it allows parents to monitor the speed and location of the truck
and mute the radio until all occupants have buckled their seatbelts. In a curious move, the
Colorado's two driver-assist itemsâ€”lane-departure warning and forward-collision
warningâ€”are only optional on LT models and not available at all on the pricier Z Key safety
features include:. Coverage also includes the first maintenance service for free. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Kirk Seaman and Eric Stafford. More on
the Chevrolet Colorado. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Chevrolet.

